October 8, 2010 Scouting Report – Wondrous Weather: First frost, Dry Fall, Few issues, Dollar
spot, Rust, Tim’s Putting green varieties, and Nick says SERP
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
In a week we can see additional signs of a change at hand – Fall season. Besides the obvious
change of deciduous tree leaf color (currently thornless honeylocusts are a nice clear yellow), our
turf is also losing its green. The last time I wrote of colorful turf was Easter. A changing golf
green caught my attention. Its surface contained an older creeping bentgrass variety, possibly
‘Washington’ c. 1930, which was glowing reddish-purple in patches following a frost. This
week it all started again – first frosts. Green chlorophyll is becoming scarcer as leaf physiology
now begins dormancy. I have another sign – communications. Superintendents continue a rush
to finish projects. Today one wrote, “Frosty morning, low humidity, and dry conditions. Greens
are fast (even without cutting). Project time – tree removal, drainage, and more drainage.”

A strange gopher? No, this after-effect is of root tree pruning equipment. With roots severed
they can no longer siphon off inputs meant for a fairway (irrigation and fertility). Settle 10-5-10
Another one was recapping the season to his green committee today using beautiful graphs
(familiar to me). I realized two sentences out of 4 pages summed 2010 nicely. “We had more
90-degree days this year then the last two years combined. High disease pressure, shallow roots
and daily mowing with play (wear) produced a very challenging, busy season.” Fall is a time to
reflect on a season to improve course conditions for 2011. Enjoy this project weather. Enjoy!
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The Weather – don’t you forget it! aka “Too Much Dang Rain”
I gave a talk earlier this week to the Michiana Golf Course Superintendents Association where I
showed an arsenal of graphs. At the end, I was struck by one thing. Many superintendents in the
room had already forgotten the actual events that had taken place in 2010 that led to the
aftermath, or what some call the “Perfect Storm”. I then stepped up. On my soapbox I said how
very important it is to keep records that detail the events of a growing season. In 2010, I chose to
do it 3 ways – with text (keep a journal, write weekly reports), with visual images (take photos),
and with the weather (you can make graphs). I also said everyone should have a weather station.
Why did I say you need to purchase a weather station? Not just because I am trained to be
fixated on the weather for plant health’s sake, or because I know how to use weather-models to
predict outbreaks of disease, weeds, and insects. Mainly it is to document one factor that tends
to vary greatly from place to place or course to course – rainfall. An ability to monitor
precipitation makes a weather station not an elective, but a requirement (and they’re getting
cheap). My synopsis for summer 2010 could be about four words long – too much dang rain.

Wondrous Dry Weather & First Frosts Experienced in IL
After a difficult season we'll take it... Redemption for summer 2010?
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Scouting for Frost in Fall, 2010
10-4-10 Mon Rincker/Cerro Gordo IL:
I thought checking the grass for frost was simple enough but this morning in CG we had no frost
but my windshield was frozen with dew. The truck thermometer (probably inaccurate) read
34F. There was plenty of frost outside of town. That’s the Central IL frost update.
10-5-10 Tue Rutan/Crystal Tree:
No windshield frost but we did have frost on turf areas until 8:00 or so this morning. Come on
snow.
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Bentgrass Cultivar Study for Putting Greens - NCERA
The new creeping bentgrass putting green cultivar trial seeded during fall 2009 is looking great
these days, loving the cool nights and comfortable temperatures. Days like today are most
rewarding for turfgrass managers, and not to forget, the grass needs a break once in a while too.
If we can somehow force our thoughts back to this past summer, temperatures consistently
reached above 80 degrees for a record 46 days straight in Chicagoland, we begin to understand
how difficult it was to establish a new putting green if 2010 was its first full season (...Now,
seemingly all a blur in our memory).
During this year’s growing season, we had visual quality ratings consistently below acceptable
levels for all cultivars in the test during their first year establishment phase. On the path to
maturity we are only now beginning to see the turf ‘turn the corner’. Our best rated varieties for
the 2010 season included CY-2, OO7, Crystal Bluelinks, Penn A-1, KingPin and Declaration.

NCERA Bentgrass Putting Green Cv. Trial 2010
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Visual Quality this year was effected greatly by both disease and insect pressures and the best
performing varieties for dollar spot disease included Memorial, Kingpin, Penncross, CY-2,
Declaration, Penn G-6 and Benchmark. At first observation of dollar spot development the end
of May, we went out and made a single application of Daconil in combination with Emerald.
For the months of June and July, we had full recovery and dollar spot damage was seemingly
insignificant. It was not until mid to late August that we began to see steadily increasing levels of
infection centers. The area under disease progress curve, (Graph 2) illustrates newer bentgrass
varieties have excellent resistance to dollar spot. shows the leading varieties only averaged
between 1-3% dollar spot disease damage on the last three rating dates in August and September.
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Comparing a susceptible variety of creeping bentgrass versus newer ‘CY-2’. Sibicky10-8-10
Visual Qualities were also greatly affected back in August when we had noticed interesting
differences between specific cultivars of creeping bentgrass relative to the feeding habits of
black cutworm larvae. If you take a look back to August 20, 2010 ‘Archived Scouting Reports’
on the www.CDGAturf.com website, you will see a trend that varieties of higher dollar spot
susceptibility (i.e., Imperial, Independence, Crenshaw and Century) tended to have least amounts
of larval damage. More research is needed to understand that relationship (endophytes?).
The green will be in great shape for continuing research next season, as we encourage the grass
plants to grow and mature into the fall months. In 2011, we will continue to emphasize a low
maintenance input putting green system with plans to base future fungicide applications upon a
5% threshold of the more resistant varieties (we will use ‘Declaration’ in our study).

NCERA Bentgrass Cultivar Trial 2010
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
Search Engine Optimization
What do you get when you take the best board game ever and mix it with one of America’s
guilty pleasures? Monopoly at McDonalds, and it started this week. The grand prize is
$1,000,000 cash by obtaining the boardwalk and park place game pieces. Search engine rankings
are essentially, prime virtual real estate.
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of improving the volume or quality of traffic to
a web site from search engines via "natural" or un-paid search results. (Wikipedia)
A keyword is what a user enters into a
search engine in hopes of finding
relevant content. For example, if you
were looking for a place to eat Chinese
food in Chicago, you might enter
“Chicago Chinese food” into Google.
That whole phrase is considered a
keyword.
The results that are displayed after a user
enters their keyword and clicks the
‘search’ button are called the search
engine results.
On a search engine results page (SERP),
the order that websites are listed is
considered their ‘rank’. Similar to
monopoly, the top two ranks (properties)
are the most desirable. The closer your
website is to the top of the SERP, the more
clicks your website will get. Increased
search engine traffic generates more visits,
conversions, sales, advertisements, and
impressions. More simply put, $$$.

One of the most recent eye tracking studies was performed at Cornell
University. They used a sample of undergraduate students instructed
to perform search in Google for 397 queries of topics covering
movies, travel, music, politics, local and trivia. This study has
produced the following results. www.seoresearcher.com

Research shows that the top two ranked websites in a SERP, receive 70% of clicks. Google states
that they rank websites based on a number of factors designed to provide end-users with helpful,
accurate search results. (Google)
The majority of how Google ranks pages is a secret. If people knew, then the internet would be
filled with spam. Google wants to provide accurate search results, and to do that they have to be
secretive… But that’s all part of the game, and that game is SEO.
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Final images – Gone Fish’n

Weed Science? I enjoyed learning midweek at a meeting and we also did some fishing.
Fishermen: Shawn Askew, Jim Baird, Tim Murphy, Randy Nichols, and Fred Yelverton. 10-7-10

Southern flounder. Most abundant of the four species of the Paralichthys genus found in South
Carolina estuarine and near shore waters, occurring from freshwater to seawater. Murphy10-7-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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